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**Abstract**

The Deepwater Horizon oil spill triggered a complex cascade of microbial responses that reshaped the dynamics of heterotrophic carbon degradation and the turnover of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in oil contaminated waters. Our results from 21-day laboratory incubations in rotating glass bottles (roller bottles) demonstrate that microbial dynamics and carbon flux in oil-contaminated surface water sampled near the spill site two weeks after the onset of the blowout were greatly affected by activities of microbes associated with macroscopic oil aggregates. Roller bottles with oil-amended water showed rapid formation of oil aggregates that were similar in size and appearance compared to oil aggregates observed in surface waters near the spill site. Oil aggregates that formed in roller bottles were densely colonized by heterotrophic bacteria, exhibiting high rates of enzymatic activity (lipase hydrolysis) indicative of oil degradation. Ambient waters surrounding aggregates also showed enhanced microbial activities not directly associated with primary oil-degradation (β-glucosidase; peptidase), as well as a twofold increase in DOC. Concurrent changes in fluorescence properties of colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) suggest an increase in oil-derived, aromatic hydrocarbons in the DOC pool. Thus our data indicate that oil aggregates mediate, by two distinct mechanisms, the transfer of hydrocarbons to the deep sea: a microbially-derived flux of oil-derived DOC from sinking oil aggregates into the ambient water column, and rapid sedimentation of the oil aggregates themselves, serving as vehicles for oily particulate matter as well as oil aggregate-associated microbial communities.

**Introduction**

The explosion of the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig in the northern Gulf of Mexico on April 20, 2010, resulted in the largest accident in the history of the U.S. petroleum industry [1]. Oil release in water depths of around 1500 m during the 84 days of the spill was estimated at 4.1 million barrels [2]. Plumes enriched in water-soluble components of the spilled petroleum hydrocarbons developed in water depths greater than 1000 m within two weeks after the onset of the spill [3,4]. These deep water plumes were found to contain high microbial biomass dominated by heterotrophic bacteria capable of degrading petroleum hydrocarbons [5–10]. Oil-degrading bacteria play a key role in the biodegradation of crude oil in the ocean [11], and high activities of microbial oil degradation in the deep water plume possibly caused the observed decline of petroleum hydrocarbons in deep waters around the wellhead within months after the onset of the spill [2].

An estimated 60% of the oil released by the riser pipe in the deep sea ultimately reached the sea surface [1] where chemical weathering (evaporation, photoxidation) and hydrodynamic forces (wind-driven surface waves and currents) affected the distribution and properties of the crude oil [12]. For example, on-site observations during sampling revealed that weathered crude oil at the water-air interface formed water-in-oil emulsions, an intermediate product of crude oil that often forms in offshore waters following oil spills [13]. Floating oily particulate matter (also called ‘chocolate mousse’, ‘oil flakes’ or ‘oil pancakes’[14]) often forms oil aggregates that, after losing their buoyancy, sink out of the surface ocean and accelerate the vertical flux of oil towards the seafloor [15,16]. Despite the fact that oil aggregates are important intermediate products of spilled crude oil, the dynamics of oil-degrading microorganisms associated with oil aggregates are, to the best of our knowledge, unexplored. Here we investigate bacterial numbers and activities of extracellular enzymes indicative for oil-degrading bacteria in surface seawaters collected near the Deepwater Horizon oil spill site in which oil aggregates were formed. The focus on enzymatic activity stems from the fact that heterotrophic microorganisms must generate extracellular enzymes to cleave their target substrates outside the cell to sizes small enough for uptake [17]. Rates and activities of microbial extracellular enzymes are therefore a good measure for the initial step of carbon cycling in natural microbial communities [18], and
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are used here as indicators of heterotrophic microbial activities in oil-contaminated seawater.

Microbial activities during aggregate formation and aging were studied in a model system of rotating glass bottles (roller bottles) following the experimental procedure of Shank and Edmondson [19]. Aggregates formed in roller bottles resemble natural marine aggregates in terms of size and composition and are thus suitable to study associated microbial processes [15]. Previous work on microbial community activity has demonstrated that aggregate formation has profound effects on the initial phase of organic matter degradation in terms of extracellular enzymatic activities and rates [16]. The goal of this study was to investigate the impact of aggregate formation in oil-contaminated waters on the activities of specialized oil-degrading microorganisms as well as on the native seawater microbial communities. To differentiate these communities, we investigated enzymatic activity in seawater containing a natural seawater microbial community that was then contaminated with an oil slick, in essence an oil-associated inoculum. We also measured enzymatic activities in oil-contaminated seawater incubations where the seawater had been filtered and autoclaved prior to the addition of the oil, such that only the only active organisms would be those associated with the added oil. Our objective was to test the hypothesis that the formation of oil aggregates enhances enzymatic activities of oil-degrading bacteria, regulating remineralization and mobilization of oil-derived carbon to dissolved organic carbon (DOC), with consequences for the overall carbon cycle in oil-contaminated waters.

Materials and Methods

Water sampling

Water samples were collected from May 05 to May 08, 2010, by bucket from the RV Pelican (total water volume collected for this study: 9 L) during the first oil spill response cruise [3,20]. Uncontaminated surface seawater that had no visible oil was collected 20 nautical miles east of the spill site (28.741° N, 88.372° W). Water salinity was 32 PSU at a temperature of 25°C. An oil slick floating at the sea surface (total volume of the oil-seawater mixture collected for this study: 400 mL) was sampled less than 1 nautical mile east of the spill site (28.736° N, 88.372° W). All water samples were stored in 500-mL glass jars for 4 weeks at 4°C until beginning the incubation experiments at the University of North Carolina.

Roller table incubation

Duplicate 1-L Pyrex® glass bottles (total volume: 1150 mL) were filled to the 1-L mark with either uncontaminated seawater (SW1 and SW2) or seawater mixed with 12 ml of oil slick (SW-rolloil1 and SW-rolloil2) yielding an approximate oil slick content of 1% (v/v). In addition, one 1-L glass bottle was filled with 0.1-μm filtered and autoclaved seawater (control SW), and one bottle was filled with control seawater mixed with 12 ml of oil slick (control SW-rolloil). After keeping all bottles at 25°C in the dark for 60 hours to let microorganisms adjust to the temperature change, the bottles were incubated at 25°C on a roller table and were rotated at 3.5 rpm for 21 days in the dark. Bottle rotation introduced small-scale turbulence at the headspace-water interface that enabled us to study biogeochemical processes in the water under mildly turbulent conditions.

Roller bottles were separately sampled at 7 time points during the incubation (0, 2, 7, 10, 14, 16, and 21 days). At each time point, bottles were placed upright on the bench top to allow aggregates to settle to the bottom. Photos of the bottles were taken to document aggregate formation, and water samples were withdrawn from the middle of the bottles using a 10-mL glass pipette. This water contained no visible aggregates, and is hereafter referred to as ambient water. Subsamples of ambient water for cell counts and enzyme activity measurements were processed immediately after sampling. For dissolved organic matter analysis (DOC and CDOM; see below), 15 mL of ambient water was filtered through 0.2-μm surfactant-free cellulose acetate (SFC/)- syringe filters and stored at −20°C in precombusted scintillation vials until analysis.

At the end of the roller table incubation (day 21) all visible aggregates were siphoned from the bottom of the bottles and transferred into separate 50-mL centrifuge tubes. The tubes containing aggregates and ambient water were stored at 4°C overnight to allow aggregates to settle to the bottom. After removing the supernatant water, the tubes were weighed to determine aggregate wet weight. The tubes were then filled with control (autoclaved) seawater to the 40-mL mark to yield sufficient volume for the suite of analyses described below. We accounted for the different dilution factors for the calculation of oil aggregate hydrolysis rates (reported per mL aggregate per hour) as well as oil aggregate cell numbers (reported per mL aggregate).

Enzyme activity measurements

Potential hydrolysis rates were measured using 4-methylumbelliferyl-butyrate (MUF) and 4-methylcoumarinyl-7-amide (MCA) labeled substrate analogs according to Hoppe [21]. Lipase activity (4-MUF-butyrate; final concentration: 20 μM) was measured to monitor enzyme activities of bacteria in the oil-degrading microbial cascade. We concurrently measured activities of alkaline phosphatase (4-MUF-phosphate; 10 μM), β-glucosidase (4-MUF-β-D-glucopyranoside; 1000 μM), and peptidase (L-leucine-MCA hydrochloride; 1200 μM; all substrates from Sigma-Aldrich). All substrates were added at saturation levels, as determined in preliminary experiments. Changes in fluorescence over time, corrected for the readings in control SW that were always lower than those in the live water, were used to calculate hydrolysis rates on a volume and on a cell-specific basis. The latter was used to compare aggregate-associated and ambient water hydrolysis rates at day 21. For a detailed description of enzyme activity measurements, see supplemental methods (Methods S1).

Microbial cell abundance

Microbial cell abundance was determined according to Porter and Feig [22] and Velji and Albright [23] using 4′, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAP) as a stain. For further information, see supplemental methods (Methods S1).

Dissolved organic carbon (DOC and CDOM)

Filtered and frozen samples from each time point were thawed and duplicate samples were withdrawn and acidified with phosphoric acid (50% v/v) to measure DOC concentrations by high temperature catalytic oxidation using a Shimadzu TOC-5000. Measurements of a single sample were repeated three times, and average values ± standard deviations were calculated from n = 6 measurements. CDOM absorbance was measured in unacidified samples on a Varian 300 UV spectrophotometer using MilliQ water as a reference, while CDOM fluorescence was measured on a Varian Eclipse fluorometer, also using MilliQ water as a reference [24]. For more details on CDOM analysis, see supplemental methods (Methods S1).
Statistical analysis

Correlation coefficients as well as differences between two average values given as their statistical mean ± standard deviation were tested for their significance using the Students t-test. Analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA) was used for comparing average values of more than two groups of data. If ANOVA was significant, post hoc pairwise comparisons of means were performed using the Bonferroni-Holmes test of variability. All statistical analysis was performed in Excel® using the data analysis toolpack as well as Daniel’s XL toolbox (both open source add-ins).

Results

Formation of oil aggregates in roller bottles

Roller table incubation of uncontaminated seawater collected near the Deepwater Horizon oil spill site with surface oil sampled in the same area (hereafter referred to as SW+oil1 and SW+oil2 bottles; see Material and methods for roller bottles set-up) led to rapid formation of aggregates (hereafter referred to as oil aggregates) within one day (see Fig. S1 for close-up photos of oil aggregates). Oil aggregates in both SW-oil bottles clumped together after 7 days, forming a single aggregate up to 30 mm in diameter, with visibly incorporated oil droplets. Oil aggregate formation in control SW+oil (seawater that had been filtered and autoclaved before the oil was added) was first observed at day 10 after the appearance of gelatinous networks of particulate matter with incorporated oil droplets (hereafter referred to as oil gels). Oil gels appeared to be very sticky surfaces onto which oil aggregates attached upon collision (Fig. 1).

In contrast to oil-amended bottles, aggregate formation in roller bottles with seawater not amended with oil (SW bottles) was delayed and reduced in scale (aggregates that were much more transparent than oil aggregates first appeared after 3 days; Fig. S1E), and aggregates were less abundant (2 to 3 per bottle). These aggregates did not change in size and number throughout the 21 days of incubation. No aggregates formed in the control SW bottle containing filtered and sterilized seawater.

Wet weights of oil aggregates in SW+oil1, SW+oil2, and control SW+oil bottles after 21 days were 5.5 g, 7.1 g, and 9.8 g, respectively. Assuming a final bottle water volume of 900 ml at day 21 (weight=924.3 g), oil aggregates occupied approximately 0.6% (SW+oil1), 0.8% (SW+oil2), and 1.1% (control SW+oil) of the total roller bottle volume. SW1 and SW2 aggregates were 0.19 g and 0.17 g, respectively, and thus 0.02% of total roller bottle volume.

Microbial cell abundance in ambient waters

The microbial cell counts documented the impact of oil amendments on the abundance of prokaryotic cells in surface seawater during the roller table incubations, compared to uncontaminated seawater. Uncontaminated ambient water (SW2) had 0.5±0.4×10^6 cells mL^-1 at day 0 (Fig. 2A); this number was lower (p<0.05) but the same order of magnitude as the cell abundance of uncontaminated water fixed shortly after sampling (0.8±0.2×10^6 mL^-1), indicating that storage time and conditions from the time of sampling until the beginning of the experiment had little influence on cell numbers in uncontaminated water (note that a fixed sample of the oil slick was not available). Initial SW2 cell numbers were also lower than the cell numbers from SW+oil1 (1.3±0.6×10^6 mL^-1) and SW+oil2 (3.5±2.3×10^6 mL^-1) at day 0 of the experiment (p<0.01), suggesting that bacterial cells were introduced into oil-amended bottles along with the oil sample.

Throughout the incubation, cell numbers in uncontaminated bottles remained low and were either indistinguishable from one another (control SW, p=0.2; SW1, p=0.2), or decreased towards the end of the incubation (SW2, p<0.05). In contrast, SW+oil1 cell numbers increased after the start of the incubation (all time points were significantly higher than day 0, p<0.001), peaking at day 14 (8.5±1.5×10^6 mL^-1; Fig. 2B). SW+oil2 cell numbers were significantly higher at day 10, 16, and 21 compared with day 0 (p<0.001), and control SW+oil cells showed significantly higher numbers at day 16 (7.3±2.2×10^6 mL^-1) than day 7 (4.1±1.1×10^6 mL^-1, p<0.001; note that no cell counts are available for days 0 and 2 due to high autofluorescence of the samples).

Microbial cell abundance in oil aggregates

Aggregate-associated microbial cells accounted for high proportions of the total cell counts in the oil-amended incubations. Average cell numbers in oil aggregates at day 21 were 11±0.01×10^6 (mL aggregate)^-1 in SW+oil1 as well as 4±0.01×10^5 (mL aggregate)^-1 in SW+oil2 and control SW+oil. SW1 and SW2 aggregates had 16.7±0.04×10^6 cells (mL aggregate)^-1 and 28.2±0.01×10^6 cells (mL aggregate)^-1, respectively (data not shown). Corrected for their approximate volume in each of the roller bottles (e.g. SW+oil1 aggregates: 0.6% of 900 ml bottle water=5.4 ml oil aggregates), total aggregate-associated cell numbers in oil-amended bottles were 60.7±0.05×10^9 (SW+oil1), 23.4±0.5×10^9 (SW+oil2), and 39.3±0.05×10^9 (control SW+oil; Fig. S2). Uncontaminated bottles had fewer cells associated with aggregates compared to oil-amended bottles (p<0.001), with total aggregate-associated cell numbers at 3.2±0.01×10^9 (SW1) and

Figure 1. Photo of an oil aggregate formed in one of the roller bottles. Oil aggregate attached to surface water oil slick through sticky oil gels. Photo was taken at the end of the 21-day roller table incubation in one of the roller bottles containing seawater and oil (SW+oil1). Scale bar is approximately 10 mm. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0034816.g001
4.7±0.02×10^6 (SW2). Total aggregate-associated cell numbers compared with total cell numbers in ambient waters at day 21 (i.e. cell number per mL at day 21 (Fig. 2) multiplied by the approximate volume of the ambient water at day 21) revealed that on average 55% and 45% of cells in SW+oil1 were associated with oil aggregates and suspended in ambient waters, respectively (total numbers not significantly different from one another, p = 0.08; Fig. S2). In SW+oil2, 27% (p < 0.001) of the cells were aggregate-associated; 45% (p = 0.08) of cells in control SW+oil were attached to aggregates. SW1 had 24% of cells attached to aggregates (p < 0.01) while 61% of SW2 cells were aggregate-associated (p < 0.05).

Enzyme activities in ambient waters

Lipase, peptidase, and β-glucosidase activities showed different magnitudes and time course patterns in uncontaminated and in oil-amended ambient waters (Fig. 3A–F). Lipase activities in oil-amended ambient waters were high throughout the incubation, ranging between 55.6±12.3 nmol L⁻¹ h⁻¹ in SW+oil2 at day 21 and 332±20.1 nmol L⁻¹ h⁻¹ in control SW+oil at day 2 (Fig. 3B). In contrast, lipase activity in uncontaminated bottles was measurable only at day 0 (SW1: 14.9±11.9 nmol L⁻¹ h⁻¹ and SW2: 13.5±0.13 nmol L⁻¹ h⁻¹; Fig. 3A), and on average one order of magnitude lower than in oil-amended bottles at day 0 (p < 0.001). Throughout the incubation, lipase activities in oil-amended ambient waters showed an overall decrease (SW+oil1 and SW+oil2: r = −0.8; p < 0.05; control SW+oil: r = −0.6; p = 0.13; all n = 7). Despite similar time courses, control SW+oil activities were significantly higher than SW+oil bottles at day 2 (p < 0.01), day 7 and day 14 (both p < 0.001), and high but indistinguishable from SW+oil1 at day 16 (p = 0.13) and 21 (p = 0.26).

Initial peptidase activities in oil-amended and uncontaminated bottles were similar, ranging between 199±19.8 nmol L⁻¹ h⁻¹ (control SW+oil) and 625±27.5 nmol L⁻¹ h⁻¹ (SW+oil1; Fig. 3C, D); activities at day 0 decreased in the following order: SW+oil1 > SW+oil2 > SW1 and SW2 > control SW+oil (p < 0.001). Throughout the incubation, peptidase activities in uncontaminated seawater were considerably lower compared to...
oil-amended bottles, where peptidase activities increased on average one order of magnitude at day 2 and remained high throughout the rest of the incubation. Control SW+oil activities were highest at day 7, day 14, and day 21 (all $p<0.001$), and high but indistinguishable from SW+oil2 at day 10 ($p=0.23$) and SW+oil1 at day 16 ($p=0.028$).

For β-glucosidase, initial activities in all five bottles were indistinguishable from one another ($p=0.26$), ranging between $0.5\pm0.02$ nmol L$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ in SW1 and $1.7\pm0.6$ nmol L$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ in SW+oil2 (Fig. 3E, F). Oil-amended activities increased sharply with time (SW+oil1: $r=0.27$; $p=0.55$; SW+oil2: $r=0.67$; $p=0.09$; control SW+oil: $r=0.98$; $p<0.05$), but uncontaminated activities
remained low and showed no distinct pattern throughout the incubation.

Patterns of phosphatase activities were similar among all live incubations, with a sharp activity drop between day 0 and day 2 (Fig. 3G, H). In this time period, control SW oil activities were lowest ($p<0.001$). After day 2 phosphatase activities remained low, showing no distinct patterns for the rest of the incubation.

Enzyme activities in oil aggregates

Highest aggregate-associated enzyme activities at day 21 for all four substrates, on a volume basis, were found in SW+oil1 (Fig. 4; note that all of the enzymatic activities in SW aggregates remained below detection limit), decreasing in the following order: peptidase ($4231\pm 6818$ μmol [mL aggregate]$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$) and lipase ($4161\pm 359$ μmol [mL aggregate]$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$) > phosphatase ($1051\pm 137$ μmol [mL aggregate]$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$) > β-glucosidase ($192\pm 18$ μmol [mL aggregate]$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$; $p<0.001$). Control SW-oil aggregates had the lowest activities for lipase and phosphatase (both $p<0.001$) while peptidase and β-glucosidase activities were indistinguishable from one another in SW+oil2 ($p=0.23$ and $p=0.45$, respectively). On a cell-specific basis, aggregate-associated enzyme activities were lower compared with ambient waters at day 21 (Fig. S3). This pattern was most pronounced for peptidase activity, where cell-specific activity in oil-aggregates was up to three orders of magnitude lower than in oil-amended ambient waters (Fig. S3B).

Dissolved organic matter (CDOM and DOC)

The concentration of DOC in the roller bottles was monitored in order to detect oil-associated DOC changes over time. Initial DOC concentrations in uncontaminated bottles ranged between $177\pm 15.5$ μmol C L$^{-1}$ (control SW) and $213\pm 2$ μmol C L$^{-1}$ (SW2; Fig. 5A). Concentrations in SW+oil2 ($295\pm 5$ μmol C L$^{-1}$) and control SW+oil ($291\pm 2$ μmol C L$^{-1}$) were higher but indistinguishable from SW2; overall highest DOC concentration at day 0 was found in SW+oil1 at $412\pm 35.4$ μmol C L$^{-1}$ ($p<0.001$; Fig. 5B). Throughout the incubation, DOC increased on average twofold in all three oil-amended bottles, resulting in significantly higher concentrations at day 21 compared with uncontaminated bottles ($p<0.001$).

Fluorescence properties of colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM), as monitored by the maximum fluorescence peak,
revealed only minor changes in uncontaminated bottles over time (Fig. 5C). In contrast, SW+oil2 and control SW+oil bottles showed a sharp increase in CDOM fluorescence within the first week of the incubation, with fluorescence signals up to two orders of magnitude higher than in SW bottles (note that SW1 and SW+oil1 were not analyzed for CDOM fluorescence). In addition, excitation-emission matrices in oil-amended roller bottles (SW+oil2 and control SW+oil) showed an up to 10-fold increase of fluorescence and a slight “red-shift” in the peak emission fluorescence from 340 nm to 360 nm during the course of the incubation (Fig. 6 A–D). In contrast, SW2 and control SW showed only a modest increase in fluorescence intensity and no red-shift in emission peak position (Fig. 6 E–H).

**Discussion**

We used rotating bottles to simulate the effects of contamination of surface seawater with an oil slick from the Deepwater Horizon spill site. Observation of oil aggregate formation and dynamics over a 21 day time course, coupled with measurements of a suite of potential extracellular enzyme activities, demonstrated that oil contamination led to increased microbial activities compared with uncontaminated surface seawater from the spill site. High rates of bacterial oil degradation from this spill have been reported from deep water microbial communities [1,5,7,9]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study reporting the effects of the Deep Water Horizon oil spill on hydrolytic enzyme activities and DOC dynamics of oil-impacted surface water bacterial communities.

The patterns and rates of enzymatic activities as well as dynamics of dissolved organic matter in SW+oil (natural microbial community plus microbial inoculum associated with the oil slick) and control SW+oil bottles (microbial inoculum associated with the oil slick only) suggest that activities of microbes associated with the oil slick were high throughout the 21 days, and stimulated the metabolism of the natural seawater microbial community. The presence of the two microbial communities enhanced overall bacterial growth, as indicated by increasing cell numbers over time in oil-amended bottles (Fig. 2), and biogeochemical processes, including dynamics of oil aggregates within oil-amended roller bottles. In particular, enhanced bacterial breakdown of petroleum hydrocarbons, indicated by elevated lipase activities in oil-amended ambient waters (Fig. 3B), may have led to an increase in polar components within roller bottles during the initial phase of the incubation. Polar components such as asphaltenes and resins [11] often form stable water-in-oil emulsions with a reddish to brown appearance in waters affected by oil spills ([25] and references therein). In our experiments, asphaltenes and resins may have served as coagulation kernels, stimulating the rapid formation of oil aggregates (Figs. 1, S1).

Lipase activity patterns are consistent with the hypothesis that oil-degrading bacteria may have initially degraded the easily metabolized, soluble components of oil, and then have progressively colonized the oil aggregates. The time lag of oil-aggregate formation in control SW+oil compared to SW+oil bottles could...
then explain higher ambient water lipase activities in the former during the first week of the incubation (Fig. 3B).

Increasing bacterial colonization of oil aggregates throughout the incubation resulted in high bacterial biomass (Fig. S2) and lipase activity in oil aggregates at the end of the incubation (Fig. 4A; Fig. S3A). Enhanced bacterial degradation of oil in aggregates likely increased the carbon flux into the ambient water, resulting in a two fold increase of DOC concentrations in oil-amended compared to uncontaminated roller bottles by the end of the incubation (Fig. 5). DOC concentrations in
uncontaminated seawater are consistent with previously reported DOC concentrations measured in uncontaminated surface waters on the Louisiana shelf near our sampling site [26].

Further evidence for an enhanced carbon flux from oil aggregates into ambient waters driven by bacterial oil degradation comes from patterns of CDOM fluorescence. In particular, we found approximately 10-fold higher fluorescence intensities as well as a “red-shifted” fluorescence signal in oil-amended bottles relative to uncontaminated bottles at the end of the incubation (Fig. 6A–D), suggesting an increase over time of aromatic hydrocarbons in oil-amended bottles [27, 28]. Considering that DOC and CDOM patterns showed only minor changes in uncontaminated bottles, we conclude that bacterial processing in aggregates drove the flux of oil-derived carbon into the DOC pool, affecting the quality and quantity of the DOC pool in ambient waters.

This increasing flux of mainly oil-derived DOC into ambient waters stimulated bacterial activities not directly associated with oil degradation, indicated by increasing microbial biomass (Fig. 2) as well as high levels of peptidase and β-glucosidase activities (Fig. 3D, F). Peptidase activities, on a volume basis, were up to a factor of 70 higher than rates previously measured on the Louisiana Shelf near our sampling site [29]. Comparison of cell-specific peptidase activities at day 21 also revealed up to three orders of magnitude higher hydrolysis rates in oil-amended compared to uncontaminated ambient waters (Fig. S3B). Activities of β-glucosidase, on a volume and a cell-specific basis, were also elevated in oil-amended ambient waters compared to uncontaminated waters (Figs. 3G; S3C), and similar to hydrolysis rates previously measured in organic matter-rich, estuarine Gulf of Mexico waters [30].

High rates of peptide as well as carbohydrate hydrolysis in roller bottles may have been stimulated by enhanced production and release of metabolites from oil degrading bacteria, in particular extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) that emulsify crude oil and increase bioavailability for microbial processing [31]. Gutierrez et al. [32] demonstrated that oil-emulsifying EPS extracted from Halomonas species consist mainly of glycoproteins with high amounts of polysaccharides, compounds that could enhance activities of carbohydrate- and peptide-degrading enzymes. Moreover, laboratory incubations suggest that members of the genus Cycloclasticus, a known aromatic hydrocarbon degrader in the ocean [33], may only grow on crude oil emulsified by microbial EPS [34]. Enhanced production of EPS by oil degrading bacteria in our oil-amended bottles may have led to the formation of oil gels (Figs. 1, S1), increasing their stickiness and thus affecting aggregate dynamics. Abundant EPS in aggregates at the end of the incubation would then also explain high levels of aggregate-associated peptidase and β-glucosidase activities (Fig. 4).

Our investigation of the effects of oil contamination on the dynamics and activities of natural microbial communities may be a good model for processes that drove the vertical transport of oil-derived particulate matter through the water column in the aftermath of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. In particular, floating oil aggregates, similar in size and appearance to the ones we observed in the roller bottles, were observed in surface waters near the spill site two weeks after the onset of the spill (Fig. S4). Formation of oil aggregates subsequent to oil spills in the Gulf of Mexico has been reported previously. Following the Ixtoc I oil spill in 1979, Patton et al. [35] observed oil aggregates but did not study aggregate-associated microbial processes, although they argued that microorganisms that colonized oil aggregates played only a minor role in oil aggregate dynamics. Our data suggest, in contrast, that oil aggregates may be hotspots for oil degrading microbial activities.

During the Ixtoc I spill, oil aggregates sank out of the surface ocean, causing a major fraction of the spilled oil to settle to the seafloor [36]. In the case of the Deepwater Horizon spill, visual observations as well as chemical analysis of sediments in the vicinity of the wellhead also indicated local oil sedimentation and contamination of deep sea sediments [1, 37]. Sedimentation of oily particulate matter may have been accelerated by the formation and sinking of oil aggregates, similar to the processes observed during the Ixtoc I spill. In fact, sinking oil aggregates near the wellhead were observed throughout the water column in the second half of May, 2010 [Arne-R. Diercks, pers. comm.]. With an estimated sinking velocity of 75 to 120 m d⁻¹ (calculated using the size range of oil aggregates formed in roller bottles and the equation from [38]), sinking oil aggregates would have reached the seafloor, assuming a water depth of 1500 m, in about one week. During sinking, oil aggregates likely transferred oil- and EPS-derived DOC into the water column, thus mediating the transport of particulate and dissolved carbon derived from bacterial oil degradation, as well as oil-degrading microbes themselves, from the surface into the deep sea.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Aggregate formation in roller bottles. Aggregates formed within oil-amended roller bottles (SW+oil; A, B; control SW+oil; C, D), and uncontaminated bottles (E) at different times during the incubation. Scale bar is approximately 5 mm. (TIF)

Figure S2 Total bacterial numbers at day 21. Total cell numbers normalized to the volume of ambient water and oil aggregates per bottle (see text for details). Error bars represent standard deviations of 10 counting fields; note that the standard deviations from average aggregate-associated cell numbers were low, ranging between 0.1% and 0.4%. Letters indicate results from one-way ANOVA followed by the Bonferroni-Holmes test (capital letters: ambient water; small letters: aggregates). Cell numbers with the same letter are statistically indistinguishable. Asterisks indicate significant differences among ambient water and aggregate-associated cell numbers per bottle based on Student’s t-test at *p<0.05, **p<0.01, and ***p<0.001. (TIF)

Figure S3 Cell-specific enzyme activities in ambient waters and oil aggregates at day 21. Hydrolysis rates (n = 3 ± standard deviation) on a cell-specific basis. Letters indicate results from one-way ANOVA followed by the Bonferroni-Holmes test. Rates with the same letter are statistically indistinguishable. Data labels are average hydrolysis rates. Note the different scales on the y-axis; n.d. means not detectable. (TIF)

Figure S4 Floating oil aggregates in surface water near the spill site. Photo taken by Arne-R. Diercks (NIUST) on May 11, 2010, onboard the R/V Pelican. (TIF)

Methods S1 Detailed description of enzyme activity, cell counts and CDOM measurements. (PDF)
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